School on a Page

A quick overview of your school and your pupil outcomes from Early Years to Key Stage 2.

This version is a draft – a few sections are still be worked on/finalised and the finished version will be sent out to schools shortly – via Perspective-Lite.

The school on a page replaces & improves on the data pages of the Keeping In Touch visit paperwork.

The data should be compared with data from previous years (3 yrs) so that you can identify and investigate any trends.
### School Details

#### Pupil Nos (prev yr)

BME & Disadvantage are being checked

#### Attendance & Exclusions

Persistant Absence = a child missing 10% of their possible sessions

### Context

Ofsted
**Phonics**

- Yr 2 Phonics are being checked

**Early Years**

- GLD
- APS being checked
- All 17 ELGs
## Pupil Outcomes

### Key Stage 1 TA
- Cohort
- RWM
- Reading
- Writing
- Maths
- Science

### Key Stage 2
- Cohort
- RWM
- Reading
- Writing
- Maths
- GPS
- Science

### And Progress
Discussion (with the people near you):

- Does it make sense? Is there anything missing?*
- Does it match what you know about your school?*

- Are there any large groups of pupils moving upwards through your school that you need to be aware of? (e.g. SEN)
- How do your attendance and exclusion figures compare with national?

Looking at the end of Key Stage outcomes:

- How wide are your gaps?
- Do they vary from Key Stage to Key Stage?
- How balanced was the prior attainment of your KS2 pupils?

Think of three questions that you would like to ask your Headteacher about this data.

* Send any thoughts or suggestions to Martin Gray (Martin.gray@cambridgeshire.gov.uk)
Approximate Data Release Dates:

- NEXUS data via Perspective Lite – Early Years, Phonics, KS1 and KS2 data was supplied to schools via Perspective Lite before the end of term. The data was updated this week and includes provisional KS1 to KS2 Progress Data.

- FFT Aspire – some Target setting data had already been released. KS2 data should be released by the end of September. Other Key Stages will follow soon after.

- DfE ASP – the release date for ASP is still to be confirmed. Question Level Analysis for the KS2 tests was made available to schools (and secondary schools before the summer break).

- Also look out for: Mary Myatt’s talk for school governors, November 28th at the Cambridgeshire Golf & Conference Centre (Sensible Approaches to Progress) (see booking bug).